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Abstract

Digital acquisition and processing techniques are changing the way neuroscience investigation is carried out. Emerging applications range from statistical analysis on image stacks to complex connectomics visual analysis tools targeted to develop and test hypotheses of brain development and activity. In this work, we focus on neuroenergetics, a field where neuroscientists analyze nanoscale brain morphology and relate energy consumption to glucose storage in form of glycogen granules. In order to facilitate the understanding of neuroenergetic mechanisms, we propose a novel customized pipeline for the visual analysis of nanometric-level reconstructions based on electron microscopy image data. Our framework supports analysis tasks by combining i) a scalable volume visualization architecture able to selectively render image stacks and corresponding labelled data, ii) a method for highlighting distance-based energy absorption probabilities in form of glow maps, and iii) a hybrid connectivity-based and absorption-based interactive layout representation able to support queries for selective analysis of areas of interest and potential activity within the segmented datasets. This working pipeline is currently used in a variety of studies in the neuroenergetics domain. Here, we discuss a test case in which the framework was successfully used by domain scientists for the analysis of aging effects on glycogen metabolism, extracting knowledge from a series of nanoscale brain stacks of rodents somatosensory cortex.

CCS Concepts

- Human-centered computing → Scientific visualization;
- Applied computing → Life and medical sciences; Imaging;
1. Introduction

Understanding the intimate relationship between brain morphology and its function, and the effects of their interaction in terms of behavior is one of the major challenges in medicine and biology to date. Recent progresses in digital acquisitions and analysis of biological samples are offering unprecedented possibilities of insights to neuroscientists.

Among the different digital acquisition modalities, automated serial section electron microscopy (3DEM) is raising attention in the field of neuroscience because of its level of detail in terms of resolution, as well as the high data production rate (1TB/hour) [OZ17]. Electron micrographs reach a resolution of a nanometer per pixel, revealing features ranging from full structural cellular details such as axons, dendrites and synapses (the neuropil), to smaller intracellular organelles like synaptic vesicles. For these reasons, electron micrographs are, to date, the best source for digital reconstruction of the connectivity between neurons [LPS14].

The brain and its components are complex three-dimensional structures. Gaining visual understanding of the relationships between morphological and functional aspects of brain cells is therefore of primary importance. Research in visualization for neuroscience thus strives to develop novel visual methods for enabling neuroscientists to process, explore and filter data at multiple scales, from cellular to anatomical level. In this context, many efforts have been devoted to develop minable brain maps and to reconstruct the brain wiring and connections among individual neurons to infer networks inside and among functional areas [HCT+17, ZLP+18].

Recent advances in brain imaging allow scientists to extend this approach to brain metabolism. In particular, current processing pipelines make it possible to detect energy sources at this approach to brain metabolism. In particular, current works inside and among functional areas [HCT+18] brain wiring and connections among individual neuron to infer networks inside and among functional areas [HCT+17, ZLP+18].

The proposed framework introduces, combines, and extends results from established surveys for more general information. In the following, we discuss the related work is out of scope. In the following, we discuss the related work is out of scope. We refer the reader to established surveys for more general information.

Recent advances in brain imaging allow scientists to extend this approach to brain metabolism. In particular, current processing pipelines make it possible to detect energy sources at this approach to brain metabolism. In particular, current works inside and among functional areas [HCT+17, ZLP+18].

The framework is currently successfully used for analysis on micrographs acquired from rodent brain samples [CWB+18]. We report here on the glycogen analysis of aging effects on mice brains, performed on six animals (three young and three old), and we show how the visual framework help domain scientists in highlighting the differences between the two groups, and guide them in performing comparisons, and testing the metabolic hypothesis.

2. Related work

The proposed framework introduces, combines, and extends results in interactive and illustrative volume rendering, as well as in visual analysis of nanoscopic neural structures. A complete overview of the related work is out of scope. In the following, we discuss the literature most directly related to our method, referring the reader to established surveys for more general information.

Volume rendering of Electron Microscopy data. Direct volume ray casting is a popular technique used for real-time interactive visualization of 3D image stacks. Its most common implementation approximates the rendering equation in order to simulate absorption and emission effects and represent optical properties for revealing external and internal structures. It has been applied successfully for exploration of data coming from different application domains. We refer the reader to established reviews on GPU based large scale volume visualization [BHP15] and on compression-domain approaches [BRGIG+14] for a general overview of the field. With respect to direct rendering of volume electron microscopy data, Hadwiger et al. [HBJP12] presented the first system that enabled neuroscientists to interactively explore petascale volume data resulting from high-throughput electron microscopy data streams. Brix et al. [BPH14] introduced a method targeted to visualization of multi-channel microscopy data streams. Recently Sarton et al. [SCR16] presented an approach for high capacity screening of slices based on an illustrative absorption map, modelling the energy absorption in volumes, and computed on EM data according to the spatial distribution of energy sources; a graph-based layout representation of neurites and energy sources, which can be used for selective absorption-based visual queries; a scalable interactive volume visualization system, integrating the absorption maps, the segmented volume and the graph layout, providing effective ways to perform real time inspection of the potential effects of glycogen energy sources over specific neural structures.

To the best of our knowledge, it is the first system using volumetric data for absorption-based metabolic analysis, as well as to employ density-based visual queries for selective visualizations of electron micrographs representing nanometric brain structures. In addition to creating visually compelling real-time explorations at various scales of highly detailed cellular structures, the proposed framework provides neuroscientists tools for selective absorption-based and connectivity-based queries that can be used for testing energy metabolism hypothesis, performing correlative analysis and datasets comparisons, and driving and filtering time-consuming statistical analysis.

The framework is currently successfully used for analysis on micrographs acquired from rodent brain samples [CWB+18b]. We report here on the glycogen analysis of aging effects on mice brains, performed on six animals (three young and three old), and we show how the visual framework help domain scientists in highlighting the differences between the two groups, and guide them in performing comparisons, and testing the metabolic hypothesis.
on a tool combining pyramidal images representation and 3D visualization on multi-stereo display, in order to simulate virtual microscopy (VM). Finally, Borboor et al. [BJA*19] proposed a workflow for the visualization of neuronal structures in wide-field microscopy images of brain samples, which uses a gradient-based distance transform and multi-scale enhancement filters. Our system comprises a scalable volume rendering component extending the method presented by Hadwiger et al. [HBKP12], and integrating an hybrid object-based empty space skipping scheme [HAAB*18] and a data structure for hybrid culling of integer label data [BMA*19], in order to enable real-time inspection of volumetric EM data together with label data and additional metadata.

Illustrative methods on heterogeneous medical volume data. Various methods have been presented in the last decade for providing high-quality illustrative and non-photorealistic rendering of volume data in order to highlight structures and features of interest. We refer the reader to classic surveys for a coverage of illumination methods applied to volume rendering [JSYR12, DRN*17] and of perceptually motivated methods for visualization of medical volume data [PBC*16]. With respect to methods for highlighting structures and functional activity in volume data, Nguyen et al. [NOE*19] also proposed a method for concurrent volume visualization of functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), in which the fMRI signal is treated as light emission when rendering a patient-specific high resolution reference MRI volume, and rendered as light glowing from active regions. Lawonn et al. [LSPV15] introduced an illustrative 3D visualization technique, specifically designed for use with PET/CT datasets, and targeted to the detection of foci in the PET data and to localize these regions by providing anatomical contextual information from the CT data. Similarly, Merten et al. [MGLS*16], proposed an illustrative rendering pipeline which combines anatomical information from CT scans with functional information from PET scans, by using order independent transparencies together with boundary enhancements and silhouettes. Our method treats brain glycogen granules as energy sources and computes glow maps by considering an absorption-based Monte Carlo integration scheme over the electron microscopy volume data. The absorption map provides local proximity information of energy sources over neurites, and can be used for visual correlative analysis, in order to understand which areas are more likely to use glycogen-derived energy.

Visual analysis of neuroscience data. In the last decade, given the dramatic performance improvement of data processing and rendering techniques, a number of frameworks and methods have been proposed for helping neuroscientists analyzing brain data at various spatial and temporal scales. Bruckner et al. [BSG*09] proposed a system for visual inspection of volume data of fruit fly brains acquired through confocal microscopy. Given the availability of whole brain connectivity data of fruit flies, recently various efforts have been carried out to create interactive systems for connectivity analysis [SBS*13, SMB*17]. By contrast, we focus here on serial section electron microscopy images at nanometric resolution, since they are able to reveal intracellular details that are fundamental to understand neuro-energetic processes [LPS14]. In general, the main challenge is to develop tools for extracting visual information from large-scale image data. To this end, Beyer et al. [BAAK*13] presented a volume visualization framework for extracting and filtering brain structures according to a query algebra able to create set of objects with respect to connectivity and regions of interest. The framework was moreover extended by providing visual tools for representing connectivity information by using subway lines metaphors [AAAS*14], and visual tools in forms of blocks for tracking the segmentation and proof-reading for large projects [AAABH*16]. Similarly, techniques for exploring 2D abstract representations of neural structures have been recently introduced to help neuroscientists in correlation analysis of morphology [MAAB*18], while methods for analyzing absorption patterns have been proposed to enrich dense and sparse surface reconstructions of rodent brain structures [ABG*18]. Our solution extends a volume visualization framework [HBKP12] with a method for highlighting local absorption patterns and tools for performing connection based and absorption based queries, able to provide neuroscientists visual hints for comparative and correlative analysis of morphology structures and glycogen distributions.

3. Overview

The design of our method has taken into account requirements gathered from domain experts. Scientists with high experience and reputation in the neuroenergetics field [MA15] were actively involved in all phases of the project, starting from the development of the main ideas, to the requirement analysis, to system design, and evaluation. Sec. 3.1 briefly illustrates the application domain, the design process, and the derived requirements, while Sec. 3.2 provides a general overview of our approach, justifying the design decisions in relation to the requirements. An evaluation of the method, carried out in the context of the glycogen analysis of aging effects on mice brains is presented in Sec. 6.

3.1. Requirements for nanoscale neurometabolism analysis

We carried out a detailed task analysis in order to identify the essential analysis components. The analysis involved a review of existing documentation and literature, previous software analysis, interviews with experienced operators, as well as direct observation of

Figure 2: Neurites from nanoscale reconstruction. Left: domain scientists interpret and recognize neural structures from electron micrographs. Right: manual or semiautomatic processing provides 3D reconstruction of neurites.
analysis procedures being performed by domain experts. In the following, we briefly summarize the domain knowledge and the specific procedures currently used for performing ultrastructural analysis targeted to understanding neuroenergetic phenomena.

Data sources and labeling. Domain scientists perform visual and statistical analysis by carrying out dense and sparse reconstructions from electron microscopy images (Fig 2 left). According to the way digital acquisition is performed, glucose energy storage in form of glycogen granules are semi or fully automatically recognizable from micrographs.

Structures. Once neural cells and sub-parts are labelled, neuroscientists perform ultrastructural analysis by studying the morphology of the following items (Fig. 2 right):

- **Neural structures**: namely axons and dendrites, which are the terminals respectively sending and receiving the electric signal through boutons and spines. Boutons and spines are linked and form synapses.
- **Glia structures**: neuroscientists mainly focus on astrocytes, which are metabolically involved in feeding neurons and contain glycogen granules.
- **Organelles**: domain scientists mainly focus on mitochondria, which are contained in axons, dendrites, and astrocytes and contain the machinery for chemical transformations, included the conversion of glucose in lactate, which is the form of energy needed by neural processes.

General analysis tasks. Neuroscientists are interested in studying all possible relationships between the aforementioned structures, and perform analysis on glycogen distribution and correlation analysis with respect to synapses as well as other neural structures. The investigation efforts are mainly focused in understanding the metabolic mechanisms of memory formation, and relative degeneration, which are implemented with the creation of new synapses, maintenance, and destruction. Hence, various questions are faced, related to the spatial distribution of glycogen granules with respect to synapses, spines, boutons, dendrites and axons.

Derived requirements. After a long-term interaction process with domain scientists, the following general requirements emerged for performing visual analysis on electron microscopy images representing nanometric scale rodent brain morphology:

- **R1. Correlative analysis**: domain scientists are interested in finding visual and statistical correlations between various kind of neural structures;
- **R2. Morphology exploration**: domain scientists need to discriminate and explore morphology at various scales and details, ranging from macro-scale to figure out extents and mutual spatial relationships, to meso-scale and micro-scale, to highlight and accurately analyze finest details;
- **R3. Metabolic consumption hypothesis formulation and testing**: domain scientists need visual tools for formulating and testing hypothesis on metabolic consumption;
- **R4. Connectivity analysis**: domain scientists need to know connectivity information between various neurites. With respect to synapses, connectivity information relating spines (part of dendrites) and boutons (part of axons), are needed to understand metabolic paths;
- **R5. Absorption analysis**: domain scientists need to measure and classify neural objects with respect to local and global absorption patterns;
- **R6. Spatial discrimination**: domain scientists need to understand 3D layouts and to perform depth ordering between the different neural structures.

### 3.2. Proposed framework design

On the basis of the requirement analysis, contrary to other systems [ABG*18, MAAB*18], which are designed around surface representations coming out of careful segmentation processes, we decided to employ and enrich volumetric representations. This is because, in general, domain scientists feel more comfortable with raw EM data, in which they can exploit their expertise for recognizing small-scale specific features that cannot be easily highlighted in surface reconstructions (for example bouton vesicles and mitochondria). Moreover, with volumetric representations, experts can perform proofreading to check that structures are correctly labelled, and to ensure that features accurately map with the original EM data. Finally, volumetric representations provide us a convenient discretization to accurately compute and visually represent absorption information to be mapped not only over the membranes [ABG*18], but also in the interior part of the neural structures to be analyzed. As a result of this decision, we considered the previous requirements for designing and implementing the visualization framework, and we chose and integrated the following main components:

- **Scalable hybrid volume rendering framework**: by composing raw image data together with labelling information about neural objects, we developed a scalable volume visualization architecture able to fulfill requirements R2, R5, and R6;
- **Radiance-based metabolic consumption glow map**: by mapping the energy absorption on volume data, our system delivers to neuroscientists additional visual information able to fulfill requirements R1, R3, and R6;
- **Graph-based connectivity and absorption information**: by integrating metadata representing connectivity with neural structures and spatial geometric information relating energy sources and neural structures, our framework can provide to domain scientists the capability to perform extended absorption and connectivity queries able to fulfill requirements R1, R4, and R5.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the framework can be decomposed into an offline processing pipeline, which transforms raw EM data into higher-level structures, and a run-time visualization system, which exploits the precomputed structures to provide real-time interaction with data. In the following sections, we will first detail the offline processing pipeline (Sec. 4), and then discuss how the precomputed data is integrated in our novel visual analysis framework (Sec. 5).

### 4. Offline processing pipeline

The input for the framework is a stack of 8-bit images acquired with electron microscope at nanoscale resolution and representing micro-scale portions of the brains. The processing pipeline is...
composed by a sequence of steps that are carried out to extract geometry, connectivity, density and absorption information related to neural processes (specifically axons, spines, dendrites, boutons and synapses), cells (astrocytes and neurons), and compounds of interests (glycogen granules) contained inside the brain samples. The full pipeline is schematized in Fig. 1 left.

**Segmentation data.** Starting from electron microscopy images, generating labels which associate each pixel to a specific neural structure is a general task performed by domain scientists to support ultra-structural studies. In this work, we considered a hybrid pipeline [CCK\textsuperscript{18}] involving a first, rough automatic segmentation that runs offline, performed through iLastik tool [SSKH11], for finding the gross features and processes of a cell. This first segmentation is then followed by a manual proofreading phase, performed through TrackEm2 tool [CSS\textsuperscript{12}], for specifying exact boundaries and finer details. Given a stack of images representing a brain sample, the output of this processing task is a dense reconstruction containing the following objects: glycogen granules (which are represented by spheres of radii varying between 10 and 50 nm), astrocyte processes, neural processes (dendrites, axons, spines and boutons) and synapses.

![Figure 3: Absorption map computation: for each position $x$, we compute energy contributions from neighbor glycogen granules. We use a Russian roulette scheme for sampling density values along directions connecting $x$ to the glycogen granules.](image)

**Absorption maps.** We compute local absorption maps by considering as input the EM image stacks and the collection of glycogen granules obtained through segmentation, and by using a geometry-based absorption model consisting of a Gaussian-based extinction decay and a density-based function. The objective of the model is to derive a scalar function representing for each position of the volume the potential absorbed energy derived from glycogen granules.

To this end, we extend to volumes the formulation proposed by Agus et al. [ABG\textsuperscript{18}], originally derived for computing absorption on surface reconstructions. By considering a simplified version of the radiance transfer equation, we model the effect of glycogen on surrounding structures with an absorption-only mechanism [ZL13]. Specifically, we define for each position the absorption value $\lambda(x)$ as the sum of the energy contribution from glycogen granules, obtained by Monte Carlo integration on EM density values (ranging from $0$ to $255$ in 8-bit images). Given the list of glycogen granules $G = \{g_i, r_i\}$, for each position $x$ in the volume, we compute the absorption value $\lambda(x)$ related to the distribution of glycogen granules and the density of the volume, with the following equation:

$$\lambda(x) = \sum_i K_i e^{-\int_0^\tau \mu(t) dt},$$

(1)

where $K_i = K \pi r_i^2$ is the glucose content associated to each glycogen granule (up to 30K glucose units and proportional to the volume of the granule [MA15]), and $\mu(t)$ is the extinction function, which depends on density values $d(t)$ contained in electron microscope images. In our case, we made the assumption that membranes, which are represented by low EM density values mostly absorb energy. So, we considered an extinction function which is inversely proportional to the EM density value ($\mu(t) = 1 - \frac{d(t)}{255}$). In order to rapidly approximate equation 1, for each position $x$ in the volume, we use a Kd-tree for recovering the glycogen granules which can provide energy to that position. We then approximate the line integral by sampling the direction connecting the glycogen granule with a Russian roulette scheme that generates a different number of samples $N$ for each direction:

$$\int_{g_i}^x \mu(t) dt \approx \delta \sum_{j=1}^N \mu_j = \delta \sum_{j=1}^N \mu(g_i) + j \delta \cdot \frac{x - g_i}{\|x - g_i\|},$$

(2)

where $\delta = \frac{x - g_i}{\|x - g_i\|}$ is the distance between consecutive samples along the line (see figure 3 for a simplified scheme of the absorption map computation). In this way we are able to take into account different energy propagation directions and the density variability inside the brain structures. The final output of this process is a stack of images at the same resolution of the original EM stacks, containing the computed absorption values (see figure 4) for all results in the paper we used $K = 10.0$ for glycogen energy and $N = 10$ for the Russian roulette scheme.

**Density metadata.** Density metadata contains information about spatial distribution of objects. In the context of a glycogen analysis framework, domain scientists are interested in density information related to clusters formed by glycogen granules, and how to they relate to other objects with compact size that can be represented as spatial distributions, namely synapses. To obtain this information, we use a Kd-tree containing all glycogen granules, and we compute densities associated to either glycogen granules or synapses. In this way, we get 3D spatial distributions of glycogen granules and synapses that provide useful reference during interactive analysis of volumetric data. We color-map glycogen granules with respect to
Connectivity metadata. Connectivity metadata contain information about how the neurites are connected. Specifically, to which bouton of which axon and to which spine of which dendrite every synapse is connected. To obtain this metadata, we carry out a geometry analysis based on dense reconstruction. The method takes as input the segmented neurites, and the synapse spatial distribution. For each synapse, which represents a connection between neural objects, we estimate the closest neural objects by representing them through oriented bounding boxes and by inserting them in Kd-trees for speeding up overlap computations. Moreover, we associate absorption metadata to neurites by integrating information provided by labelled images and absorption maps. Specifically, for each cellular structure represented by a specific label (namely axons, dendrites and their respective boutons and spines), we derive a total absorption value by summing up all the voxel absorption contributions computed according equation 1. The output of this process are absorption values $\lambda_i$ for all objects, which provide clear indication about the importance of the various neural structures, in a way to highlight potential regions of interest during analysis. Thus, we use connectivity information together with absorption metadata associated to neural objects to derive a node-link 2D representation which provides an effective and minable map for exploring and analyzing the dataset. In order to have a clear and significant graph representation we considered an energy-based layout scheme using a stochastic method [DH96, ZPG17, ZPG17, HWP18]. Given a node-link representation $G = \{V, E\}$ where $V = \{v_i : v_i = (x_i, y_i), i = 1..N\}$ are the nodes represented by 2D positions, and $E = \{e_{ij} : (v_i, v_j) \in V\}$ are the edges connecting the nodes, our algorithm tries to find the optimal layout $\mathcal{V}_{opt}$ by using an energy-based model. Specifically, we consider a cost function composed by the following contributions:

- a penalization component inversely proportional to mutual distances which repels all nodes in a way to avoid overlapping. For each node, we find the K-nearest-neighbor nodes, and we accumulate the weighted distances:

$$E_R(V) = \sum_{v_i \in V} \sum_{v_j \in \text{KNN}(v_i)} \frac{w_{ij}}{d_{ij}},$$

where weights depend on absorption values of the objects involved (in our case $w_{ij} = \lambda_i \lambda_j$);

- a penalization component directly proportional to the squared distance of connected nodes, which tries to reduce the length of graph edges:

$$E_A(E) = \sum_{e_{ij} \in E} w_{ij} d^2_{ij},$$

where weights depend on absorption values of the objects involved (in our case $w_{ij} = \lambda_i \lambda_j$);

- a penalization component which tries to reduce the crossing edges in the layout:

$$E_C(E) = \sum_{e_{ij} \in E} \sum_{e_{kl} \in E} w_{ij} w_{kl} \chi(e_{ij}, e_{kl}),$$

where

$$\chi(e_{ij}, e_{kl}) = \begin{cases} 1, & \exists \text{intersection}(e_{ij}, e_{kl}) \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases},$$

and weights depend on absorption values of the objects involved (in our case $w_{ij} = \lambda_i \lambda_j$ and $w_{kl} = \lambda_k \lambda_l$).

Hence, the total cost associated to a node-link representation $G = \{V, E\}$ is

$$E(G) = \rho_A E_A(E) + \rho_R E_R(E) + \rho_C E_C(E),$$

where $\rho_A, \rho_R, \rho_C$ are arbitrary weights that can be chosen to privilege given contributions, in order to have for example a more uniform node distribution or a more compact layout. In all results of this paper we considered $\rho_A = 1000.0, \rho_R = 0.01, \rho_C = 5000$. To find the position of the nodes minimizing the cost layout we need to solve an optimization problem with 2N variables:

$$\mathcal{V}_{opt} = \arg \min_{\mathcal{V}} E(G).$$
To this end, we use an iterative simulated annealing scheme [DH96]. To reduce the complexity, we solve a different optimization problem for each node at time, by placing nodes iteratively in the graph in batches, similarly to [ZPG17]. In this way, the graph grows while trying to keep a minimum energy status. For each insertion of batch nodes, the optimization order of the nodes is randomized, in order to try to avoid trapping in a local minimum configuration. In all results of this paper, we used batches of 20 nodes, and 5 random shuffle loops per batch insertion, and 1000 iterations per node optimization. The final layout contains principal nodes representing dendrites, and axons, color-mapped according to absorption values $\lambda$, and edges representing synapses, color-mapped according to density values. For each synapse, we also place small nodes representing boutons and spines close to the associated axon, and dendrite respectively. In figure 6 we show an example of node-link layout together with a detail inset.

5. Interactive visual components

We used the original EM image data together with the data and metadata computed using methods in section 4 to create an interactive visualization framework for scalable real-time analysis of 3D volumetric data (see figure 7). The framework is composed of three main views:

- **Volume interaction view**: where we compose and render image stacks, together with metadata volume information related to spatial distributions;
- **Graph interaction widget**: where we show connectivity and absorption information as a 2D graph layout, with objects directly connected to the volume view for interactive selection of rendered objects;
- **Visualization options widgets**: where together with enabling/disabling toggles we provide standard tools for volume clipping, widgets for selection of objects as hierarchical lists, and widgets for transfer function modification.

**Volume interaction view.** In the volume interaction view we incorporated and extended a real-time volume visualization scalable component able to provide interactive ray casting of image stacks up to terabyte-size [BAAK*13]. We integrated in a client-server rendering architecture a series of high performance strategies for dealing with massive volume data:

- a visualization-driven scalable multi-resolution memory architecture built around 2D microscope image tiles, which decouples sample access time during ray-casting from the size of the multi-resolution hierarchy [HBJP12];
- a high-performance hybrid ray casting method that scales to multiple volumes of several teravoxels each, enabling the concurrent visualization and querying of the original EM volume, additional segmentation volumes, and additional meta data comprising a variety of neuronal data attributes [BAAK*13];
- a method for performing efficient empty space skipping during real time ray casting, by using an hybrid strategy that balances the computational load between determining empty ray segments in a rasterization (object-order) stage, and sampling non-empty volume data in the ray-casting (image-order) stage [HAAB*18];
- a method for performing efficient culling of objects and spatial queries which combines deterministic and probabilistic representations of label data in a data-adaptive hierarchical data structure [BMA*19].

**Figure 8: Volume view:** absorption glow volumes are blended with original EM stacks (on the top), and the composed signal is modulated by labelled volumes for providing 3D raycasted representation of objects with absorption signals (bottom view).

**Figure 9: Spatial information:** glycogen and synapses distribution provide references for highlighting the areas of interests during selective analysis.

With the volume interaction view, users can explore in real-time a
We implemented all preprocessing and rendering components in C++. We separated the preprocessing components in different scripts for computing absorption volumes, density and connectivity metadata, and used on a laptop equipped with a CPU Intel i7-4700HQ running Linux Ubuntu Kernel version 3.13, and on a PC equipped with two CPU Intel Xeon 2.3GHz and 128 GB RAM and running Windows 8. We tested the client-server rendering framework have been tested on various setups: a PC desktop equipped with two CPU Intel Xeon 2.3GHz and 128 GB RAM, an NVIDIA Geforce GTX Titan Black, and running Windows 8, a laptop Asus ROG G703GI equipped with an Intel Coffee Lake i9-8950HK 2.9Ghz, an NVIDIA GTX 1080 VR-Ready, and 512 GB RAM, running Windows 10. We also used the laptop setup to drive a large scale tiled display wall composed by an array of 10x4 tiles for a total dimension of 33.5 feet x 7.5 feet and a total resolution of around 40 Mpixels. In all test conditions, the framework showed interactive performance, with frame rates in the range 10-60 fps, independently from the scale at which exploration was performed.

**Data acquisition and processing.** We evaluated the system on a series of datasets used for ultrastructural analysis in the neuroenergetics domain: six datasets (three 4 months old and three 24 months old), forming a complete use case about the effects of aging on glycogen in rodents brain, that we obtained from segmentation and dense reconstruction of neuropil and glycogen granules within volumes of Layer 1 somatosensory cortex mice brains [CWB*18a], from FIB-SEM stacks [TG16]. For comparing to standard systems currently used for glycogen analysis [CBB*16], we processed also a portion of hippocampus of a 2 months old rat [CBB*16]. Somatosensory cortex datasets are public domain and available as Dryad resource [CWB*18b]; table 1 shows the main statistics, together with the pictorial representation of the volume view and the abstract layout view. We list data resolution, physical size, and number of segmented objects. We include also the classification of neurites for each datasets: number of spines, dendrites, synapses, boutons and axons. We add glycogen-related density statistics: number of glycogen granules, and densities of glycogen content associated to synapses. We report also on processing times for the metadata used for interactive exploration: absorption maps, density and connectivity metadata.

In the following, we provide a qualitative evaluation of the system performed by domain scientists, and a comparison from user perspective with respect to standard tools employed for ultrastructural analysis [ABG*18, CBB*16]. Finally, we discuss a use case concerning brain aging through the investigation of glycogen on aging rodents.

**6.1. Domain expert evaluation**

Since we designed and implemented the system for addressing specific exigencies related to a particular application domain, to assess the performances we relied on a qualitative evaluation performed by domain scientists. Specifically we involved two neuroscientists with high level of expertise, who are coauthoring this paper, and we asked them to perform various analysis sessions on two different setups: a single user standard desktop setup, and a multitile collaborative setup, in which one operator directly controlled the application while domain scientists could lead the session through voice commands and discuss and speculate about the features visualized (see the accompanying videos).

**Procedure.** During the analysis sessions, we observed the behavior and performances of domain experts and we carried out live interviews. Users followed various strategies for inspecting the data (see the accompanying videos). Nonetheless, in most cases

---

**Figure 10: Graph interaction:** different rendering patterns can be created by selecting objects in the graph widget. Connected objects can be selected and visualized together.
Table 1: Data set statistics: for the brain samples used in Sec. 6 [CWB18b]. We list data resolution, physical size, and number of segmented objects. We include also the classification of neurites for each datasets: number of spines, dendrites, synapses, boutons and axons. We add glycogen-derived absorption statistics: number of glycogen granules, and average and maximum glycogen density information related to synapses. Finally we add processing times for absorption maps and metadata computation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Metadata statistics</th>
<th>Processing times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mouse cortex 1</td>
<td>4 months 831 x 831 x 280</td>
<td>Synapses: 189</td>
<td>Glycogen granules: 3040</td>
<td>Absorption: 3m40s Density: 49s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5µm x 5 µm x 5µm</td>
<td>Spines: 79</td>
<td>Syn/Gly avg density (nm³): 13.4K</td>
<td>Connectivity: 2h28m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dendrites: 66</td>
<td>Syn/Gly max density (nm³): 70.4K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boutons: 115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axons: 274</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse cortex 2</td>
<td>24 months 833 x 833 x 468</td>
<td>Synapses: 212</td>
<td>Glycogen granules: 7247</td>
<td>Absorption: 4m34s Density: 2m19s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 µm x 5 µm x 5 µm</td>
<td>Spines: 104</td>
<td>Syn/Gly avg density (nm³): 10.4K</td>
<td>Connectivity: 2h9m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dendrites: 84</td>
<td>Syn/Gly max density (nm³): 50.8K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boutons: 102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axons: 381</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse cortex 3</td>
<td>4 months 999 x 999 x 449</td>
<td>Synapses: 167</td>
<td>Glycogen granules: 4145</td>
<td>Absorption: 12m38s Density: 1m30s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 µm x 5 µm x 5 µm</td>
<td>Spines: 152</td>
<td>Syn/Gly avg density (nm³): 6.3K</td>
<td>Connectivity: 53m21s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dendrites: 81</td>
<td>Syn/Gly max density (nm³): 25.5K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boutons: 237</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axons: 274</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse cortex 4</td>
<td>24 months 1001 x 1001 x 304</td>
<td>Synapses: 185</td>
<td>Glycogen granules: 7055</td>
<td>Absorption: 11m45s Density: 3m43s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 µm x 5 µm x 5 µm</td>
<td>Spines: 81</td>
<td>Syn/Gly avg density (nm³): 25.0K</td>
<td>Connectivity: 1h25m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dendrites: 87</td>
<td>Syn/Gly max density (nm³): 121.7K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boutons: 94</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axons: 285</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse cortex 5</td>
<td>24 months 1001 x 1001 x 464</td>
<td>Synapses: 171</td>
<td>Glycogen granules: 2436</td>
<td>Absorption: 8m6s Density: 1m2s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 µm x 5 µm x 5 µm</td>
<td>Spines: 103</td>
<td>Syn/Gly avg density (nm³): 4.2K</td>
<td>Connectivity: 1h10m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dendrites: 74</td>
<td>Syn/Gly max density (nm³): 23.4K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boutons: 82</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axons: 355</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouse cortex 6</td>
<td>4 months 998 x 998 x 268</td>
<td>Synapses: 211</td>
<td>Glycogen granules: 11642</td>
<td>Absorption: 13m57s Density: 3m20s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5 µm x 5 µm x 5 µm</td>
<td>Spines: 135</td>
<td>Syn/Gly avg density (nm³): 55.1K</td>
<td>Connectivity: 2h37m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dendrites: 85</td>
<td>Syn/Gly max density (nm³): 221K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boutons: 102</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axons: 286</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rat Hippocampus</td>
<td>2 months 1178 x 1125 x 789</td>
<td>Synapses: 93</td>
<td>Glycogen granules: 1847</td>
<td>Absorption: 17m37s Density: 24s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7 µm x 7 µm x 5 µm</td>
<td>Spines: 60</td>
<td>Syn/Gly avg density (nm³): 1.1K</td>
<td>Connectivity: 6m29s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dendrites: 10</td>
<td>Syn/Gly max density (nm³): 7.8K</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boutons: 27</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Axons: 161</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

we could recognize that they performed analysis by executing the following tasks:

- **Density visual assessment**: neuroscientists looked for and focused on areas with high glycogen content. They used density colors of glycogen granules as visual hints to locate areas with patchy or uniform distribution [OBA+16];
- **Global and local absorption analysis**: for each glycogen area, neuroscientists analyzed absorption patterns related to neighboring neural structures (either dendrites or axons or synapses). They used absorption glow-maps for exploring specific features;
- **Connectivity analysis**: for a given neural structure of interest, users tracked the connected components (dendrites connected through spines by synapses to boutons belonging to axons), and compared different local absorption patterns associated to them.

Domain experts did not respect a specific order of operations, but their main target was to check the features of known absorption patterns or to discover new ones. Once they recognized an analyzed pattern, they annotated it to subsequently check whether it could show up in other datasets.

**Discussion.** In general, domain scientists appreciated the features provided by the framework, and they specifically pointed out:

- immediate and easy to understand representation of energy source distribution and global and local absorption patterns;
Neuroscientists normally use standard surface visualization frameworks to perform a qualitative comparison of the different features. We asked domain experts to explore a subset of datasets in table 1

6.2. Comparison with other frameworks

We asked domain experts to explore a subset of datasets in table 1 as to perform a qualitative comparison of the different features. Neuroscientists normally use standard surface visualization frameworks, like Blender, for performing visual inspection of neural structures decorated with glyogen distribution, in a way to speculate about proximity patterns and formulate hypothesis, even with the help of VR setups [CBB*16]. Recently, these surface rendering frameworks were enriched by highlighting absorption on surface reconstructions (GLAM, proposed by Agus et al. [ABG*18], or by mapping glyogen content in abstract neurite representations (Abstractocyte, proposed by Mohammed et al. [MAAB*18]). After analysis sessions, neuroscientists concluded that all the frameworks can be considered complementary tools, since they provide different view of the same data. The main difference of our framework is that it works directly on EM volume data, that we use to compute the absorption information more accurately than the models proposed by Agus et al. [ABG*18] and Mohammed et al. [MAAB*18]. Figure 12 left shows similar structures represented with Abstractocyte [MAAB*18](left) and the proposed framework (right): in this case a Multi Synaptic Bouton from mouse 3 connected to a dendrite. Domain scientists recognized that while the framework proposed by Mohammed et al. [MAAB*18] can be considered useful for general data overview, the proposed system is more accurate for detailed visual analysis. Specifically, our framework maintains the correct metric information and the morphology structure, in a way that local absorption patterns are accurately represented and insights can be extracted even about energy fluxes in small features of neural structures. Moreover, figure 12 right shows similar structures represented with GLAM [ABG*18](left) and the proposed framework(right): a dendrite from Hippocampus dataset with energy absorption mapped on the surface and on the volume. Domain scientists recognized that the main differences between these two systems are related to the way details are represented. Specifically, contrarily to the method proposed by Agus et al. [ABG*18], the proposed framework gives the scientist the chance to appreciate either the absorption peaks and the volumetric details of the structure, as they appear in the original EM data (like mitochondria and other organelles appearing as semitransparent dark artifacts during exploration).

6.3. Use case: glyogen analysis for aging studies

There is no need here to highlight how important is considered in neuroscience the study of aging mechanisms in brain. Since now, different structural studies have investigated how neuronal connectivity may be altered in the aging brain, but these have typically focused on particular morphology features like synapses [PSL08], dendrites [DWLH13], or axons [MAC*13, CWB*18a]. However,
the effects of aging on glycogen content have not been yet explored adequately. Domain experts used the proposed system as preliminary tool for planning ad hoc statistical analysis of the six rodent somatosensory cortex datasets (three adults and three older) in table 1 [CWBl8a]. After analysis, they visually inferred the following hypothesis (see figure 13):

- given a slight difference in synaptic density between mature ad elder animals [CWBl8a], as well as in spine density and size, through our system they could confirm that glycogen-derived energy is particularly needed to sustain synaptic activity and spine development and maintenance;
- through visual assessment of the graph layouts, and the inspection of absorption patterns at macroscopic scale, they got clues that glycogen-derived energy is absorbed by dendrites more than axons, as expected since dendrites contain more mitochondria and ER, that contain the machinery for converting glycogen-derived lactate to ATP, but contrarily to what observed in an adult rat hippocampus through glycogen analysis [CBB16];
- they noticed various absorption peaks in dendrite shafts, in correspondence of mitochondria, indicating areas for creation of new spines (see green arrows in figure 13), that they supposed to be involved in memory formation process;
- they noticed a consistent number of absorption peaks around large synapses, especially in aging mice and in correspondence of bigger spines (see red arrows in figure 13), driving to the hypothesis that glycogen-derived energy is needed to sustain stable, more mature synaptic contacts;
- they noticed a significant number of absorption peaks around boutons, independently of the group, and especially multi-synaptic ones (MSB) (see blue arrows in figure 13), indicating the possibility that those pre-synaptic terminals are in need of glycogen-derived energy. In particular, they noticed different absorption peaks in correspondence of different connection points.

As general outcomes, neuroscientists realized that there are perceivable differences in energy consumption between adult and elder animals: specifically, they have strong suspicion that while in adults most of energy is used for the spine and synapses development, in older animals most of the energy is used to sustain mature spines, bigger synapses, and boutons, especially multi-synaptic ones. We are currently investigating these speculations thoroughly under more rigorous statistical analysis.

7. Conclusions

We presented a framework for real time visual exploration of nanoscale electron microscopy volumes targeted to visual analysis of glycogen-derived energy absorption. The system integrates a high performance client-server architecture for volume visualization and a series of custom components for supporting specific metabolic analysis, including radiance-based absorption maps and node-link layout representation of neural connections, that enable...
accurate inspection at various scales of global and local absorption patterns during ultrastructural analysis. We successfully tested the system through qualitative evaluation by domain experts, which used the framework for planning statistical analysis of glycogen effects during aging in rodent brain samples. We plan to use the framework for supporting other studies involving glycogen effects in the central nervous system, like learning [ACD18], the sleep-wake cycle [BuJK18], and the development of neurodegenerative diseases. Current limitations are related to data preprocessing which, at current stage, requires time-consuming human efforts, especially for dense reconstruction of neural structures from EM data [CCk*18]. This partially limits the usage of the framework to ad hoc custom ultrastructural studies. We expect that in future, the processing pipeline will take advantage of machine learning techniques in a way that segmentation, dense reconstruction and metadata computation can be fully automatized [JKL18]. To this end, we plan to invest resources in improving the reconstruction pipeline by considering automatic deep learning methods, with the expectation that artificial neural networks should perform best at mapping biological neural networks [FTG18]. In this way, most of the pipeline could be directly integrated into the digital acquisition process and appear completely transparent to domain scientists. Moreover, as pointed out by domain scientists, neural morphology visual comparisons are still considered complex and time-consuming tasks. To this end, we plan to extend the framework by developing novel visual abstractions for supporting side-by-side comparisons of brain structures that involve specific simplified geometry representations, to be associated to 3D reconstructions. Finally, given the positive feedback from domain scientists, we plan to apply a similar strategy for inspection of static and dynamic intensity signals associated to volumetric data in other application domains, like simulation results in material science or geology.
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